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Restaurant Hospitality Institute & Chosen For Success Partner For Training & Job Fair

LAS VEGAS (May 25, 2021) -- In response to the current hospitality employment crisis,
Restaurant Hospitality Institute has announced a unique partnership with Southern Nevada’s
Chosen For Success to retrain and find jobs for men and women. The first graduation and job
fair for the RHI/CFS students will take place this upcoming Friday, May 28 at 2pm, with several
prominent local restaurants interviewing the newly qualified workers.

Participants in the program take a course combining Emotional Intelligence with Hospitality 101
which includes elements such as:

● Communication (verbal and non-verbal)
● Physical skills (Carrying trays, clearing plates, answering phones, etc...)
● Restaurant history and lingo
● Food education
● Revenue generating
● Sanitation and safety

All graduates receive both a Nevada state approved Alcohol Awareness card and SNHD food
handler’s card, qualifying them for employment in any food & beverage service (this greatly
expedites eligibility).

Additionally, those restaurants that hire the graduates will be eligible to qualify for paycheck
reimbursement for the new hires via the State of Nevada.

“We are absolutely thrilled to present these challenged young men and women with this
opportunity, while helping to fill some desperately needed positions with motivated new hires,”
said Steele.

About Restaurant Hospitality Institute
Restaurant Hospitality Institute is an academy dedicated to developing students into exceptional
restaurant professionals through detailed education programs. Proudly family owned and based
in the hospitality capital of Las Vegas, Nevada, RHI trains students the technical and customer
service skills necessary to be a successful asset to restaurants at all levels. RHI is the first and
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only institute that has been approved by the State of Nevada’s Commission on Postsecondary
Education to teach original and effective curriculums.

RHI 1516 East Tropicana #230 Las Vegas, Nevada 89119 702-895-6688 RHInstitute.com

About Chosen For Success
Chosen for Success is a nonprofit organization that is designed to broaden the minds of
opportunity youth (13-17), young adults (18-24) & adults (25 and above) to bring awareness of
how their decisions impact them and others.  We are interrupting the patterns of poverty to
create a higher possibility for success through self-improvement trainings, pre-vocational skills
building, and job placement.
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